
STRSTEGIC CONTROL AND PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT SYSTEM

Such properties should reflect the performance measurement system specification when describing the whole strategic
operations management system.

Bourne, M. The properties cover improvements of management system integration and differentiation in both
horizontal and vertical dimensions of the organizational structure. These tables synthesized and identified the
main roles that the system should perform, stating their definitions and related perspectives. These tables
synthesized and identified the main roles that the Jannis J. Key result indicators indicate whether the approach
toward achieving performance is appropriate but do not indicate the means or method to achieve better
performance or outcomes. Manoochehri, G. Continuous improvement, organizational learning and the
management of change process will be required properties for the strategic management of the operations
function. A framework for the measures selection process may be founded in the competitive dimensions of
manufacturing or service operations, as those dimensions are customized and refined for that purpose. Such
properties should reflect the performance measurement which supported the research system specification
when describing the whole strategic operations management system. B The performance measurement
systems should be designed, implemented and managed as part of a strategic management system. It is also
important to highlight that for improved performance, the strategic management system that encompass the
measurement subsystem should be conceived to: deploy enterprise strategic performance management instead
of performance measurement systems; develop dynamic rather than static strategic management systems;
enhance the flexibility of performance measurement systems, improving its capability to cope with
organisational changes Neely,  B Measures and related systems should be based on organizational objectives,
critical success factors, and have a customer orientation. The system design approach used will enable further
research into strategic performance measurement application for the design and use of such a system. This
phase stimulates the debate around the resource capabilities needed and the trade-offs of the design process.
The structuring activity is used to construct, Table I The research context Phase Description Problem
identification The real benefits of strategic performance management systems are not being achieved Proposed
frameworks The developed concepts, frameworks and theoretical assumptions area being reviewed Methods
of application The design, implementation and management processes are being modified to attend the new
specifications of the operations strategic management system Empirical investigation These new
methodologies and systems will be tested Theoretical verification a new cycle of knowledge producing will be
started as results are consolidated in the OM and PM approaches and theories j j VOL. If a key performance
indicator is improved upon, it will have a positive ripple effect on most of the other performance indicators.
The degree of control depends on the manner in which the organization distinguishes itself from its
competitors and the competitors' ability to respond to its strategies. Fitzgerald, L. Based on the proposed
frameworks, processes were developed to test them and it was possible to verify the robustness and
correctness of the developed models and methodologies through empirical investigation. The presented paper
shows a theoretical discussion about the roles that a performance measurement subsystem should perform as
being part of an operations strategic management system. B Financial and non-financial set of measures
should be coherent and consistent with the strategic framework Drucker, ; McNair and Mosconi,  Slack
identifies three main phases in the process of redesigning a manufacturing system, which are: the structuring
activity, the suppositional activity and the assimilation activity.


